 The FS240/FS290 Demo Kit function:
The FS240/FS290 Demo Kit is very easy for sales to carry out that only need about 3minutes
to setup working and operation all function within 30minutes let user very to know the
system function and it how to working. So it is very powerful sale solution.
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The all sensors, Siren and AC power switch ID code register OK of the Demo Kit.
The Demo Kit has to save phone number, voice message, SMS user data, alarm event and sensor name.
The sensor number is 10 of the FS154S Remote Controller.
The sensor number is 20 of the FS131 Magnetic Sensor.
The sensor number is 30 of the FS132 Magnetic Sensor C/O.
The sensor number is 40 of the FS122 P I R Motion Detector.
The sensor number is 80 of the FS174 AC Power Lost Detector.
The sensor number is 90 of the FS136 Temperature Sensor.
Open the SIM card holder to plug-in a no pin code SIM card.
Install the GSM external antennal. For a better performance, the antennal need to place a location high
1.5 meters and move away the console more about 1 meter.
Plug AC 230V adaptor power sources then the RS232 COM port or USB port connect to PC.
Enter PC SETUP software for setup security console save phone number 3-9, user data, alarm event
name, sensor name and …. It is for alarm report SMS or Voice message.
Enter PC SETUP software for operation the working mode and the FS172 AC power turn ON/OFF.
The touch pad to operation the working mode and the FS172 AC power turn ON/OFF.
Push panic button on FS136 to send Temperature lever data show on LCD.
The FS154S Remote Controller to operation the working mode.
The sensor trigger to active alarm will show LCD, alarm sound, call-out report alarm event on SMS.
The sensor trigger to active alarm will show LCD, alarm sound, call-out report alarm event on Voice.
Take out the FS174 AC Power Lost Detector after 30-40second will show on LCD and send SMS.
Call-in send SMS to operation the working mode and the FS172 AC power turn ON/OFF.
Call-in send SMS 90-99 command to ask reply alarm event, working mode and …..
Call-in GSM SIM card phone number that console and external phone set emit ring tone.
It can pick up on touch-pad SET key or external phone set to telephone talking function.
Call-out on touch-pad SETXXXX.. ＊(GSM) for telephone talking function.
Call-out on external phone set XXXX.. ＊(GSM) for telephone talking function.

The FS240 Console, phone set, Sensor Demo kit

The FS290 Console, phone set, Sensor Demo kit

The siren, AC power switch and AC power detector Demo kit

The suitcase for package the a Console and a siren

The suitcase size L 50cm X W 35cm X H 16cm

